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CANEGROWERS

Burdekin Annual General Meeting

The Annual General Meeting of CANEGROWERS Burdekin
Limited was held yesterday, Thursday 13 November at
the CANEGROWERS Hall, 68 Tenth Street Home Hill at
5.30pm.
Attendees were given an overview of the past financial year and
the current year to date by Chairman Phil Marano (see page 3
for Chairman’s report) and a financial update by Regional
Manager, Debra Burden.
Phil gave an overview of the activities being undertaken by CBL
in regard to Wilmar exiting QSL. Advising the key target we are
working on is for growers to be given a choice of who markets
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Annual General Meeting
their Grower Economic Interest Sugar...either Wilmar or QSL ....
Phil asked if anyone in the room believed they should not have
the right to chose who markets their GEI sugar ...the growers unanimously agreed they should have the right to CHOICE.
Guest speakers included CANEGROWERS Qld Chairman, Paul Schembri and QSL CEO, Gerg Beashel.
The key points from Paul’s presentation include:
New QCGO Board: Paul provided an overview of the governance changes at QCGO which included implementing an 8 person
Board (David Lando and Owen Menkens are part of this new Board) however Paul stressed the 21 person Policy Council
continues to be the supreme decision making body. Paul advised that this region is very well represented on the Policy Council
with four strong respected representatives in Phil Marano, David Lando, Owen Menkens and Russell Jordan.
Key issues: Moving forward QCGO is looking to “ring the bell” on the big issues rather than trying to be
everything for everyone. The big issues that QCGO is focusing on includes: Marketing (Wilmar
exiting QSL), the rising price of electricity, water and the transport permit issues.
Paul advised that the Senate Inquiry is still
accepting submissions and he encourages
individual growers to put in a submission to
communicate their view.
This does not need to be a lengthy document a
one pager is sufficient. He understands there
has been some comments from the Senate
Committee that perhaps growers are not that
passionate about this topic as there has been
less than 50 individual submissions made.

United: QCGO is working much closer with other organisations, a good
example being ACFA. In the past too much time had been spent on trying to
be better than each other rather than putting effort into the key issues. Another
example is that QCGO is meeting with Burdekin District Cane Growers Ltd (this
is the new JV formed between Pioneer, Kalamia and Invicta Collectives) in
Brisbane next week on the topic of marketing, this followed an approach by the
JV to discuss working together on the key marketing issue.

Wilmar exiting QSL: Paul stressed that the marketing issue is the biggest
issue faced by the industry in the last 10 years.
Need to get this
To make a submission example letters can be
right. Currently the Senate and the State’s Agricultural Cabinet Committee
found here. Email to rrat.sen@aph.gov.au
Inquires are underway. We need government intervention by legislation to
address the commercial imbalance with Wilmar exploiting their regional
monopoly position.
We are committed to growers being given choice in
marketing. We want what is our right and for Grower Economic Interest to be recognised.
Continues pages 2-3
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CANEGROWERS Burdekin Annual General Meeting continued
Paul advised that the Senate Inquiry is still accepting submissions and he encourages individual growers to put in a submission to
communicate their view. This does not need to be a lengthy document a one pager is sufficient. He understands there has been
some comments from the Senate Committee that perhaps growers are not that passionate about this topic as there has been less
than 50 individual submissions made. QCGO will shortly be issuing a survey/census and Paul asked all growers to take the time
to complete the form as he is sick of having millers say that growers do not support the direction QCGO is pushing and that
growers are happy with what the millers are offering.
SmartCane BMP: Paul asked all growers to have a look at the program. Paul provided an example of the cotton industry 20 odd
years ago when the Government had planned to close the industry down due to what was seen as their poor environmental
performance – thanks to the cotton BMP that industry is now recognised as one of the most environmentally friendly industries in
Australia. Paul advised he does not want to receive a call from the Premier saying government is bringing out the big hammer
and is going to re-regulate the cane industry. We have a chance to self regulate...let’s get behind SmartCane BMP and
showcase to the government and the public the good work that is already been done. Paul gave the example of
Ravensdown ...let’s not wait until it is too late before we get behind something.
Ravensdown: Paul provided an overview of the actions that occurred prior to Ravensdown NZ making the decision to pull out of
Australia. Paul stressed that CANEGROWERS fought to stop this decision or to have it reversed, but the new Chair and the new
CEO of Ravensdown NZ had clear direction from their NZ co-operative shareholders. In saying that Paul reminded everyone that
only 1 in 3 cane farmers supported Ravensdown. The current situation is that CANGROWERS is fighting for the $7.86m
Redeemable Preference Shares.
Greg Beashel CEO of QSL was then welcomed to the meeting. Greg started his presentation with a very frank statement saying
that QSL is going through a very tough time, the staff are all feeling it and he felt quite choked up to be here with us and to be
receiving so much support and encouragement.
Greg advised it seems to him that the Government does not comprehend that Australian cane farmers are the 2 nd or 3rd most
efficient cane growers in the world. We are competing against countries that provide huge subsidies to their cane
farmers. Compare this to the support and attention the government provided to the Australian car industry that was around the
100th most efficient industry in the world. Greg advised the Trans Pacific Partnership trade deal is very important to our cane
industry. If this ends in a good result it will be very beneficial to all cane farmers.
QSL is undertaking a business planning process for 2017 and onwards ...they are basing this on two versions ...one being based
on QSL marketing just the raw sugar from the millers who have not given notice to exit (being Mackay, ISIS and
Bundaberg). Some in the market are saying QSL’s costs under this model will be more than $10 per tonne of raw sugar moving
forward...Greg advised this is not the case and they are working on an overhead cost of less than $5 per tonne.
Greg then provided an overview of how raw sugar is marketed in our competing countries and how these countries see the QSL
Australian model as being held up around the world as the best. Greg provided a historical overview of how QSL has come to be
what it is ...he pointed out that the only flaw that we now know is that though the growers owned 50% of QSL there was never any
contractual arrangements between QSL and Growers ..the only contractual arrangement was between QSL and the millers ...this
was all fine until the foreign owned millers made the decision to terminate their contract...historically no-one seen this would ever
be an issue ... no-one thought mills would ever leave.
Greg advised that in the QSL submission to the senate QSL pointed out their concerns around the sugar terminals. Currently
QSL is the monopoly user of the terminals and they charge everyone equally – given this is the case than no matter what happens
going forward QSL is of the view that they should retain management of the terminals. If this does not occur QSL feel the
terminals should be regulated to ensure fairness. Greg provided an example of what happened to the grain farmers bulk
terminals after they lost their single desk marketer (see an overview of this example from QSL Director Sarah Staines from 13
June canenews).
Greg then provided an overview of how QSL has performed in the past year ...highlighting that QSL pools on a weighted average
basis was $25 per tonne ahead of the average market...Greg advised they were pleased with this result as last year they were $9
per tonne ahead.
Greg also advised that at the moment QSL has leased the Ravensdown shed in Townsville to store raw sugar ...the reason for
this is that they can obtain a $55 per tonne better price if they sell in the March ICE11 then if they sell in the October ICE11. The
hiring and storage of the raw sugar is expensive but they will still come out ahead. The raw sugar that millers have taken away
from QSL as part of their MEI will not benefit from this arrangement.
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CANEGROWERS Burdekin Annual General Meeting continued
Greg then went on to explain in Plain English why although
99% of the price for raw sugar comes from the ICE11 ...there
is the ICE11 price and then there is the ICE11
price ...meaning that the price changes on different ICE11
contracts ..ie the above example. Plus Greg explained that
separate to the ICE11 price, the impact of the premiums
negotiated above the ICE11 price...that fact is historically
these premiums usually cover the costs associated with
freight & execution, storage and handling, marketing
services, indirect selling and financial costs ...if the premium
price is not well negotiated the price received may not cover
these costs.
In General Business, Chairman Phil advised the meeting that
Wilmar have advised that they are working towards a budget
start date for next year of the 2nd June.
The meeting
discussed the fact that starting a week early costs growers as
Wilmar still get their 4 CCS units and the growers wears the
cost of the lower CCS.

The meeting unanimously agreed on the preferred start date

The meeting unanimously agreed that the preferred start date
was Tuesday 9th June (being the Tuesday after Queens
Birthday long weekend).

The above notes from the guest speakers presentations have been prepared by Debra Burden from her interpretation of what
was presented and therefore these notes may not be accurate.
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CANEGROWERS Burdekin Chairman’s Report
The 2013 crop was the second lowest in the past 10 years at a disappointing
7.3m tonnes which was well below the region’s average 8m tonnes.
Average CCS was 14.6 and Fibre averaged 15.5. In response to Wilmar’s
significant investment in capital improvements and maintenance, all four
mills performed well with an average reliability of just over 90%. The
weather was kind with less than one hour lost to wet weather. The small
crop, combined with the mills performing well and perfect harvest weather
resulted in the crush being completed by mid-October. This early finish has
contributed to a much improved crop for the 2014 season which has been
estimated at 7.98m tonnes.
Yellow Canopy Syndrome (YCS) continues to be a worrying “undiagnosed
Chairman Phil Marano
condition” and although it seemed to have moved of the radar for a period it
was back with a vengeance in January and February with some crops being very significantly impacted.
The cane industry contributes between $250m to $300m each year into the Burdekin community. The consistently rising input
costs and the below average crop for 2013 resulted in many growers suffering financially. At CANEGROWERS Burdekin we have
been giving our all to fight to reduce growers key input costs. We refer to this work as our Project

Fertiliser

F.I.R.E. as follows:

throughout 2013 a huge effort had been put into increasing the tonnage of Ravensdown fertiliser purchased by
growers in this region. Early on it was identified that Ravensdown may pull out of the Queensland market
unless the tonnage increased. Our “Retain Ravensdown in the Burdekin” project assisted in the region’s
tonnage increasing from 4,500 tonnes to 8,600 tonnes. As we all know this was not enough and with only 37%
of growers across Queensland supporting the concept, Ravensdown pulled out of the market in May, 2014.

Insurance

the cost of insurance in the Burdekin is prohibitive for both farmers and non-farmers. In addition, farmers have
limited access to competition. It is for these reasons that CANEGROWERS Insurance was implemented. In
the Burdekin, we are working to assist growers obtain the best possible deal for their insurance needs together
with access to a quality service, even if this means advising growers to stay with their current insurance
provider.

Rates

cane farmers are being unfairly treated by Burdekin Shire Council with the total valuation of cane land in the
region at 26% but the Council has unfairly allocated 46% of General Rates to cane land. We have made
representations to the Council over the past 3 years. In June 2014 the Council announced a shocker of a
budget and allocated a further 5.51% increase to the cane land category. We will not cease in our efforts to
ensure cane farmers are fairly treated.

Electricity

the extreme electricity price increases have already resulted in prices doubling in the last five years and have
the potential to put growers out of business. A significant effort has been made by the Burdekin team on this
important topic. We are working with CANEGROWERS Qld to lobby the Government to implement a trial
whereby a 33% reduction is implement for irrigation tariffs. Separately, CANEGROWERS Burdekin held a
Solar Energy Forum in an attempt to provide growers with an alternative option and have played a very active
part in the BBIFMAC Energy Efficiency project which is focused on empowering irrigators to adopt energy
efficient practices and technologies and to simply ensure they are on the best tariff for their needs. In addition,
we are currently talking with an innovative company with a Thermal Solar Pump that may provide an option for
growers to reduce their reliance on electricity, albeit this is very early days.

In recognition of the impact of rising input costs on growers, CANEGROWERS Burdekin has retained membership fees and
water perils levies at the same rate (23 cents) since 2009. This has resulted in us being sharply focused on doing more with less.
Cyclone Dylan was a near miss in January and Cyclone Ita was a hit in April. Although the initial opinion was that we had
escaped with relatively minor damage from Cyclone Ita it was not until the impacted paddocks were harvested that the true
damage was realised with some paddocks that had been estimated at 115 tonnes per hectare returning only 80 tonnes, due to
the snapped cane.
Continues page 6
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CANEGROWERS Burdekin Chairman’s Report
continued

Towards the end of 2013, CANEGROWERS Burdekin was approached by concerned Home Hill
growers Sam and Torres Marano and asked to investigate if there was a solution for the disposal or
recycling of used fluming. Sam advised they were concerned that the current main option for the used
fluming was for it to end up as land fill and in some cases was burnt accidently. Initial investigations
indicated the size of the problem could be over 100,000 metres of used fluming in the Burdekin each
year. Several brainstorming sessions were held with attendees from CANEGROWERS Burdekin, local
cane farmers, Burdekin Shire Council, growcom and the Department of State Development,
Infrastructure and Planning. A permanent free solution was resolved following the completion of a
TECHCLINIC that was held at CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill.

Torres and Sam Marano

The Minister for Natural Resources and Mines, Andrew Cripps officially
launched the Rural Water Use Efficiency – Irrigation Futures program in
Giru on March 2014. Over $1.6m has been targeted for the Burdekin
region over a 4 year period from this program. The RWUE-IF launch
occurred after a particularly stressful December and January for Giru
irrigators who suffered from insufficient access to irrigation water over
the hot dry December/January conditions. On behalf of these growers
we thank CANEGROWERS Qld for their assistance during what was a
pretty worrying time.
Andrew Cripps Minister for Natural Resources & Mines,
Rosemary Menkens MP Member for Burdekin, Steve Pilla, The SmartCane BMP was implemented for the region, with long term
Phil Marano & Sib Torrisi

CANEGROWERS Burdekin employee Gary Halliday appointed as the
SmartCane BMP Facilitator. The position change for Gary resulted in our ceasing to offer some services that had previously
benefited the entire cane industry in the Burdekin such as Siding Inductions and issues relating to transport and safety.

After several year’s effort the Burdekin Cane Auditing Service (BCAS) has finally been formed. The new company, which is
chaired by CANEGROWERS Burdekin Director Owen Menkens, has the role of undertaking the cane auditing services by
recruiting, employing and training the cane auditors. This initiative was implemented on the request of growers who were keen to
see the cane auditors independently employed, since deregulation the employer has been Wilmar.
CANEGROWERS Burdekin provided support to Japanese company SOL Holdings who undertook a trial in the region of Super
Sweet Sorghum. The trial crop was undertaken by well-known Home Hill grower Kevin Mann. The general view was that this
was an interesting trial that had potential but more research was required.
CANEGROWERS Burdekin was proud to provide support throughout the year to the Burdekin Women in Sugar, CORES –
Community Response to Eliminating Suicide and to the Queensland Heritage Rally.
We have been particularly pleased with our move into social media with our followings on Facebook and Twitter consistently
growing. Our weekly e-newsletter canenews continues to be our principle communication tool.
The litigation case against Wilmar, relating to the 2010 dispute continues with the goal the case will be before the Supreme Court
prior to the end of the current financial year.
On the topic of Wilmar, the announcement by Wilmar of their intention to exit QSL at the end of the 2016 crush has damaged
growers confidence and has resulted in significant resources being dedicated to this issue that otherwise could have been utilised
to assist growers improve their businesses. At a special meeting held in May, close to 100 members of CANEGROWERS
Burdekin voted unanimously to condemn Wilmar’s decision to exit QSL. Wilmar continues to refuse to respect growers rights and
is persisting in moving down the path of their NO CHOICE model.
Although it is difficult to predict what the marketing arrangements will be for 2017, Canegrowers Burdekin is working with our
fellow CANEGROWERS companies who supply Wilmar mills, being Herbert River, Proserpine and Plane Creek, to develop a
united best of the best CSA for 2017. This united group represents 10 million tonnes of cane.
In closing, I thank our dedicated team of Debra, Wayne, Gary, Michelle, Tiffany and Martine. This team’s focus is on providing
the best possible service to our members and we are all optimistic about the future and moving towards our mission of becoming
a truly effective, enduring and unifying force in maximising the profitability, productivity and sustainability of cane
growers in the Burdekin, now and for the future.
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Harvest Update
Burdekin CCS per crush week 2013 & 2014
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Good news for Oversize Vehicle Permits
A recent article in the Canenews highlighted the requirements of oversize agricultural vehicle movements on roads in and around
the Burdekin district.
1.

Oversize agricultural vehicles (2.5m – 3.5m) can operate under the requirements contained in the Department of Transport
and Main Roads , “Guidelines for Excess Dimension Agricultural Vehicles and Agricultural Combinations, Vehicles and
Drivers,” Form 14, Version 4, October 2013. or

2.

Operators can use an interim over-size vehicle Class Permit No. 507-TH-14am3 for oversize Agricultural vehicles and
combinations operating in Zone 1 that exceed the general requirement dimensions in section 4.1 of the Guideline Form 14
(eg. > 3.5m) between 16 September 2014 and 31 January 2015 This Class Permit still prohibits the movements along Critical
and Major road networks. or

3.

Operators can complete a new movement permit application M4130 with the Department of Transport and Main Roads for
the issue of a vehicle movement permit on behalf of the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator. (Please note the Qld Police
Service no longer issue these permits.) TMR will consider individual applications for movements on Critical or Major roads.

Subsequent meetings with NHVR, QDAFF, QTMR, and QPS has resulted in an offer to CANEGROWERS for a 12 month trial and
proposed permit system with more realistic conditions for access and piloting. The trial conditions will apply to agricultural vehicles
and agricultural combinations with width between 3.5m and 4.0m.
The major benefits of the trial conditions are that for agricultural vehicles and combinations between 3.5m and 4.0m growers can



Travel on critical roads (day only) with 1 pilot instead of no
access



Travel on major roads (day only) with 1 ag pilot instead of
no access





Cross critical roads (day only) with 1 ag pilot instead of 2



Cross Minor roads with no ag pilot instead of 2

Cross major roads with 1 ag pilot instead of 2
Travel on minor roads (day only) with 1 ag pilot instead of
2

There are still conditions which the growers must comply with
i.e. signage, lights, flags etc. that can be found in the Guideline
Form 14. It has been stressed that this will be a trial and
CANEGROWERS and it’s members have a responsibility to
accept that, relaxing of conditions, increases the risks and therefore require a greater need for caution. The permit will be finalised
in the coming weeks and members will be notified of its availability.
A medium term plan of action will be developed by CANEGROWERS, TMR and QPS that aims to achieve a much simplified “online” self-permitting system once sufficient information is available to enable guidelines to be updated so that permit applicants
can determine their own compliance with those guidelines. Government officials have also given an undertaking to deliver permits
for combinations wider than 4.0m that have previously held permits with appropriate conditions to move around and service the
industry.
Contact Gary Halliday on 47821922 or mobile 0438747596 for any further information.

Is your cane farm for sale?
Why not advertise it in canenews for just
$25.00 per week
Phone Tiffany on 4790 3600 for more information
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CORES features on SBS’s The Feed
The Burdekin and CORES Qld Co-ordinator Ross Romeo featured on a
story aired on SBS's The Feed on Monday 10 November - Farmer Suicide in
Queensland. Reporter Jeannette Francis spent a week in far north
Queensland where farmers are now taking their own lives at a staggering
rate.

Watch tonight
7.30pm on SBS 2

The ideals on which CORES (COmmunity Response to Eliminating Suicide)
was established remain relevant today. These ideals are based on the
provision of training courses to assist everyday people to become aware of
the signs of depression and the need for intervention.
Many families have been spared the trauma and tragedy of losing a loved
one to suicide due to the heart breaking challenges of depression being
overcome.

Tram line easements and permits to pass
By Chris Cooper, CANEGROWERS Solicitor
For more than 80 years the sugar industry has enjoyed a scheme
whereby mill owners and growers could apply for and be granted
certain access rights to facilitate the efficient transport of sugar cane.
This jurisdiction to grant tramway easements and permits to pass,
was most recently exercised by the Sugar Industry Commissioner.
Prior to that the power was at various stages exercised by the Sugar
Industry Tribunal and the Central Sugar Cane Prices Board.
Proposed changes to the Sugar Industry Act raised fears that that
this valuable scheme could be lost to the industry. Canegrowers and
Australian Sugar Milling Council lobbied extensively and participated
in high level working groups which resulted in the scheme continuing
but in a slightly different form. The power to grant these access rights
was maintained but was transferred to the Land Court , effective from 1 July 2008.
Proceedings dealing with easements and permits are now governed by the Land Court and the relevant rules relating to the Land
Court. The Land Court has its own forms and rules of court. The Land Court has not and will not develop any special forms or
information sheets for this sugar industry jurisdiction. The standard forms and rules of the Court are what will apply.
Proceedings are commenced by completing and filing a form 1 application. No filing fee applies. The Court, apart from its power
of determination of matters, also has extensively powers for preliminary conferences, directions hearings, and court sponsored
mediation at no cost. Parties may be represented by lawyers or duly authorised agents, or may be self-represented . As a general
rule, legal costs are not awarded in Land Court cases, so each party bears their own costs of representation , except in
exceptional circumstances.
Members of CANEGROWERS should not hesitate to contact CANEGROWERS legal advisor, Mr Chris Cooper, on freecall
number 1800 177 159 should you wish to discuss this or any other legal topic of interest to you. Free general legal advice is just
one of the many benefits of being a member of CANEGROWERS.

CANEGROWERS members
free call

1800 177 159

For free advice on legal issues
contact Canegrowers’ legal advisor
Chris Cooper
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Burdekin Sugar
Industry Photo
Competition
Are you a budding photographer with some great snaps of the
sugar industry? If so, it's not too late to enter this year's
Burdekin Sugar Industry Photo Comp, sponsored by QSL.
Entries are being sought in the following categories:
1. Most Spectacular Cane Fire
2. Most Authentic Cane Farmer of 2014
3. Most Original Cane Farming Photo
4. Best Industry-Associated Event
5. Best Original Photograph Depicting Future Cane Farmers
Photos can be nominated in more than one category - to
enter, just share your pics by emailing Carla.keith@qsl.com.au
and list which categories you wish to nominate them in. All
entries must be "G-rated", so keep them family friendly. Prizes
include Wish gift cards.
The competition closes at the end of this month, so get
snapping!
(Terms of entry: All competition participants agree to their
photographs being used on Facebook by the competition
organisers and sponsors.)

Voice your concerns at
Ravensdown Fertiliser
Australia Annual
General Meeting
Ravensdown
Fertiliser
Australia
(RFA)
Redeemable
Preference Shareholders (RPS) will shortly receive details of
RFA’s annual general meeting to be held in Brisbane on 10
December.
To date and despite solid representations from
CANEGROWERS, the Ravensdown Cooperative does not
accept its obligation to refund in full the Redeemable
Preference Shares. This is in spite of the Cooperative's
unilateral decision to stop trading and its unsuccessful attempt
to either sell the business as a going concern or more lately
sell the assets.
You have an opportunity at the AGM to send a strong
message to the RFA board and in particular through its NZ
directors back to the Cooperative Board that they need to fulfil
the commitment made to the RPS holders.
CANEGROWERS Burdekin urges Redeemable Preference
Shareholders to attend the AGM and be heard. This will be
your last opportunity to hold RFC to account.

Horizon Scholarship:
Applications now open
The RIRDC Horizon Scholarship has been established to
support the next generation of agricultural leaders. It is
designed for young individuals who are passionate about
agriculture, have a keen interest in the future of rural industries,
and are ready to expand their networks and gain new skills.
To be eligible, students must be an Australian citizen or
permanent resident entering their first year of university and
studying a degree related to agriculture.
For more information, please visit the RIRDC website here.
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Innovative cane farmers unite
Over 40 farmers from across three regions and 36 support staff visited a number of Burdekin cane farms
during the Project Catalyst Burdekin Field Tour on the 15th and 16th of October 2014. Innovative
growers showcased their farming systems and past and present trials supported by NQ Dry Tropics and Project Catalyst.
“Project Catalyst is grower led, and involves a group of innovative farmers that are developing and testing management practices
that improve the quality of water leaving sugarcane farms,” said Colleen James, NQ Dry Tropics Sustainable Agriculture Program
Coordinator.
The project is funded by the Coca-Cola Foundation through the World Wildlife Fund and is delivered by NQ Dry Tropics in the
Burdekin, Catchment Solutions in the Mackay/Whitsunday region and Terrain NRM in the Wet Tropics.
During the six property field tour, a range of custom implements were displayed, including a sub-surface dunder applicator, a one
pass ratoon planter and a purpose built broadcast mill mud spreader. Also operational on Davco Farming, was the custom built
cane transporters and two row harvester on their three metre Control Traffic (CT) farming system.
“I just want to say thanks for a great two days; of particular interest to me was the machinery that farmers are using on their
properties and different ideas including pumping installations. All the presentations were great, the speakers were informative and
interesting and I got a lot of great tips and ideas,” said Charlie Cacciola, a Burdekin grower.
Second generation farmer Joe Tama showcased his Project Catalyst trial using low-cost drip irrigation
on his farm. The discussions around the opportunities for cane farmers with economically viable drip
systems supported by Netafim were robust. Evan Shannon, from Farmacist, discussed the alternative
low cost irrigation options available today.
Willy Lucas, a fourth generation farmer, is trialing irrigation telemetry automation
systems on his 186ha property south of the Burdekin River. Willy is working with
Farmacist’s Peter McDonnell to trail systems specifically for sugarcane production,
Joe Tama showcasing his they are seeking a cost effective way to automate the irrigation system. He also
project catalyst trial
highlighted his previous Catalyst trial using EM (electromagnetic mapping) soil
mapping and zonal nutrient application.
Willy Lucas
Jurgens Farm manager, Paul Villis, discussed the solid state overhead irrigation system and the drip irrigation
systems that are in use on the 360 ha farm. Paul also opened the property’s shed to farmers, so that they could see the
implements used on their zonal tillage system.

A networking dinner sponsored by Rabobank included a presentation by Burdekin grower and Nuffield Scholarship winner Bryan
Granshaw. Bryan, a food, fibre and energy producer, presented on the innovation in farming that he had seen on his world tour.
Feedback from farmers indicated that a presentation by a farmer speaking on farming was refreshing, and very interesting.
Chris Lyne of Ayr Farming uses legume rotational crops in fallow, plants conventional 1.5m single row and side dresses with
custom blends in a single application. Confidor is applied to all ratoons and knock down herbicides are predominant in Chris’s
spray program.
“Water quality draining into the Plantation Creek catchment is one of my primary concerns,” said Chris. He
has an appreciation of the Burdekin’s unique irrigation scheme and is trialling enhanced efficiency fertilisers,
which are being monitored by Tom McShane and Dennis Stubbs for water quality outcomes.
Many farmers found the work being done at Ayr Farming around the controlled release fertiliser trials and
measuring of nutrient losses very important, with one farmer saying, “Hopefully we will know once and for all
what happens to our nitrogen, I can't wait for the results.“
Chris Hesp showcased his mill mud trials and the water quality monitoring that is taking place alongside his

Dennis Stubbs &
banded vs broadcast trials. Chris is also using split N application in a green trash system under lateral
Tom McShane
monitor water quality movement overhead irrigator, which was also highlighted on the farm visit.

Burdekin farmer Ian Haigh said, “This was well organised and supported by organisers, attendees and support (Farmacist,
Rabobank and Incitech Pivot etc.), the highlight was the interested focused positive people across the spectrum keen to learn and
participate.”
Cane farmers are now looking forward to the Project Catalyst Forum to be held in Townsville on the 1st—3rd March 2015, that will
highlight innovation from around the world, the nation and the state.
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Ergon Energy boss
admits electricity price
hikes have hurt ag
sector
By Craig Zonca, ABC County Hour
The chief executive of Queensland electricity provider Ergon Energy says there's 'no argument' the price hikes of recent years
have hurt the state's agricultural sector.
The Queensland Government-owned corporation retails and distributes power to more than 700,000 homes and businesses
outside the state's south-east corner.
Ergon CEO Ian McLeod says his company is working to reduce distribution and network costs to provide price relief.
"We're trying to keep our asset base flat going forward," He said.
"We've been able to able to defer over $640 million in capital just simply because of efficiency and effectiveness programs."
Mr McLeod blames renewable schemes, increased reliability standards and high infrastructure costs as the key drivers of the
substantial price rises over the past few years.
But with recent changes to government policy, including the scrapping of the carbon tax, he says Ergon is committed to keeping
'poles and wires' cost increases under the rate of inflation for the next five years to 2020.
The Queensland Farmers' Federation lists electricity pricing as it's number one priority leading into the 2015 State election.
The organisation argues price rises of '10 percent and more year-on-year are seriously impinging the profitability and productivity'
of the intensive farm sector.
Sugar industry lobby group Canegrowers has gone one step further, calling on the State Government to cut irrigation tariffs by a
third.
Mr McLeod says the concerns of primary producers reinforce the need for tariff reform.
"The tariff structures that apply out there today are not suitable for the future," he said.
"There's more work to be done on the actual tariffs, there's more work to be done on education, there's more work to be done on
getting the costs down and there's more work to be done on efficiency."
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 11 November 2014

Electricity


CANEROWERS joined with ASMC in making an Australian Sugar industry Alliance (ASA) submission in response to the
Federal Government’s Green Paper on Energy. The ASA submission is here. A key message is that: “The current electricity
pricing framework, unnecessarily distorting Australia’s electricity market, is failing electricity consumers and is directly and
adversely affecting the international competitiveness of Australia’s traded goods sector”.

Transport


Communication with NHVR with regard to the progress of the formalising the “trial” for 3.5m to 4.0m width ag vehicles has
continued. There is still some way to go with codification, local government approval, development of a notice and
consent. The vague time line was in two weeks’ time. NHVR, TMR and QPS are all involved.



Inquiries into the permits for ag vehicle over 4.0m width to travel on critical and major roads (as mentioned by TMR at the
Policy Council meeting) have not been answered at this stage.

SRA


The Production Research Advisory Committee (PRAC) received 45 agricultural preliminary research applications for
assessment. This is a time consuming process and will take about a month to complete with the first teleconference due next
week.

Agricultural skilling


Matt Kealley and Ron Mullins participated in a survey which will form part of the Ministerial Industry Commission’s Annual
Skills Priority Report.



The report will contain recommendations to the Minister for Education, Training and Employment on priority skilling needs
and funding arrangements.

Red Witchweed
Summary of the cost shared response to the eradication of Striga asiatica



Striga asiatica is a complex arrangement – Biosecurity Queensland are working on a ‘deed-like’ like arrangement, reflecting
the regulations under the EPPRD. Steps in developing a Cost Shared Framework include reaching consensus on funded
which is 50:50 Govt / industry. The cost analysis process has commenced, cost analysis has been developed by QLD and
reviewed by ABARES and CSIRO. A benefit cost model will be developed.



A response Plan and Budget will be completed for circulation and comment. The Response Plan is for a two year eradication
program and include a breakdown of strategies to be used for eradication.



Agreement by the committees is required for the eradication response strategy which will include Cost Shared
Apportionments and ORC. Discussions are underway with industry and Biosecurity Queensland for preparation of
papers. The Commonwealth will provide advice on the process for Cost Sharing.



Biosecurity Queensland will circulate a Response Plan, including eradication options and Budget, and the ORC options paper
to the Committee for comments and consideration by 11 November 2014.

Ministerial discussion on RWW



Paul Schembri and Matt Kealley attended a phone conference with Minister for Agriculture John McVeigh. The Minister was
concerned by the time it’s taking to finalise the response.



The Minister resolved to write to Agricultural Minister Barnaby Joyce.



The Minister proposed to travel to Canberra with a delegation to meet with Minister Joyce on the matter.

Ravensdown


CANEGROWERS has met with a prospective new entrant, which included utilisation of the RFA Townsville shed. Talks with
this prospect are continuing.



The RFA Annual General Meeting is scheduled to be held in Brisbane on 10 December.
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QSL update

By Carla Keith & Cathy Kelly,
Industry Relationship Managers
Week ending 14 November 2014

2015 QSL Pricing Pools
As discussed in previous articles, QSL is currently reviewing its Pool offerings for the 2015 season in order to simplify the range
of choices for growers. While these pools are yet to be finalised, we can advise that there will be two in-season committed pools,
these being the existing Guaranteed Floor Pool and a pool which will amalgamate the current Discretionary, Active and Growth
Pools. Full details of the 2015 QSL Pools will be released shortly, with growers able to nominate tonnages into these pools
from early January 2015 until mid-February 2015.
While QSL will offer a range of pools for 2015, it should be remembered that your miller ultimately decides which of these are
made available in your milling district, so please check with your local mill representative for clarification prior to finalising your
pricing decisions.
In addition to the 2015 QSL Pool offerings, individual forward pricing options will also still be available for the 2015 and 2016
seasons. This pricing is being managed within the current Raw Sugar Supply Agreement (RSSA) and QSL is marketing the
Grower Economic Interest sugar; you are simply making an individual decision about the pricing of the sugar you have an
economic interest in and your miller is administering these choices for you through QSL.
However the recent sugar marketing changes do have implications for some growers intending to use our multi-season Forward
Pricing Pools. Those growers who previously nominated into QSL’s 2-Season and 3-Season Forward Pricing Pools for the 2015
and 2016 seasons are unaffected and these pools will run their course. But due to the fact that the Wilmar, MSF and Tully mills
do not have RSSAs with QSL beyond the 2016 season, QSL will not offer a 3-Season Forward Pool this year, as the pool would
not be finished pricing before these millers’ current supply agreements with QSL come to an end.
As we have done in past years, QSL will hold local information sessions prior to the 2015 season to further explain the pool and
pricing options available in your district. These information sessions are a great source of general information, but if you’d prefer
an opportunity to discuss your options in a more private setting we are happy to meet with growers in smaller groups or one-onone to discuss the various QSL pools available in 2015.

QSL Pricing Mind Map: A useful tool
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QSL Market Update

Pricing information

By Stephen Stone,
QSL Treasurer

2014 Season Advances & Payments
as at 7 October 2014
$/tonne IPS
Initial *
21 August 14*
23 October 14
18 December 14
22 January 15
19 February 15
19 March 15
23 April 15
21 May 15
25 June 15
Final Payment

as at 10 November 2014

% estimated
return

$249
$275
$290
$311
$324
$334
$354
$375
$385
$395
$405

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
92.5%
95.0%
97.5%
100%

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 14 November 2014
Gross

$/Tonne IPS

2014 Season
2015 Season

$387
$445

$367
$425

2016 Season

$472

$452

2017 Season

$470

$450

Estimated QSL 2014 Pool Prices
As at 31 October 2014
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$403

QSL Discretionary Pool

$429

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$432

QSL Growth Pool

$432

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$425

QSL US Quota Pool

$596

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool

$419

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015

$439

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015

$442

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016

$452

Sugar
The Raw Sugar market has struggled to stem the bearish
sentiment over the past fortnight, as a succession of lower
closes eventually led to the entire board making life-ofcontract lows last week. The March 15 contract had dropped
by nearly 100 points to 15.48 before a small relief rally on
Friday closed the fortnight at 15.69 US cents per pound.
The Brazilian election reached its conclusion a fortnight ago,
with President Dilma returning to power for a second term.
The subsequent depreciation in the Real has done little to
support an already-flagging fundamental picture in sugar.
Further weakness in the Brazilian currency presents yet
another headwind for sugar prices.
The recently re-elected Brazilian Government raised the
domestic gasoline price by 3% last week, providing support
for ethanol production, however this is not likely to have much
impact until the next crush.
Market sentiment will remain negative in the short term as we
continue to contend with an over-supplied market facing a
looming Thai harvest and weak demand.
Currency
The Australian dollar continued to slide lower against the
stronger US dollar, trading a volatile range of 89.00 to 85.00
US cents over the fortnight.
US data remains strong, giving the market plenty of
encouragement towards their economic recovery. Official
comments from the US have been generally upbeat, which
saw the Australian dollar make new calendar-year lows last
week, a very encouraging sign for Australian exporters.
Downside risk remains for the Australian dollar, with a brief
period of consolidation now likely before we re-test the
psychological 85.00 cent level. US dollar strength is a market
theme likely to dominate sentiment for some time.

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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QFF &
NFF
Updates
CANEGROWERS

is an active
member of
National Farmers’
Federation (NFF)
and Queensland
Farmers
Federation
(QFF) , a
partnership
through which we
have been able to
concentrate and
leverage
influence in areas
of importance to
the cane
industry. As part
of a range of
services, NFF &
QFF provides a
range of
information,
including weekly
cross-commodity
updates.

Regional Wellbeing Survey
The 2014 Regional Wellbeing Survey conducted by the University of Canberra is one of the largest
studies of wellbeing across rural and regional Australia. Approximately, 8000 people completed the
survey last year, providing valuable information for social planners. The Regional Wellbeing Survey
is now live and will be open until 30 November, 2014. To complete the survey, or for more
information, visit the site here. Please promote the survey to your networks.

IPCC Report
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has released their 2014 report into the
science of climate change. The report provides an overview of the state of knowledge concerning
the science of climate change, emphasising new results since the publication of the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report in 2007. The report in full can be found here and the summary for policy
makers here

Modern awards update: first win for farmers
On Friday last week, the Fair Work Commission made its first decision on the ‘common issues’
claims, rejecting a claim by the ACTU to preserve accident pay and district allowances in modern
awards. The NFF, together with other employer groups, argued that under the Fair Work Act, the
terms cannot be included in modern awards after 31 December 2014 and that the ACTU had not
produced any evidence in support of their case. The Commission agreed with the NFF and
confirmed that the clauses will have no effect after the end of the year. This is good news for
farmers because it means less red tape and cost, under most awards covering the agriculture
sector, including the Pastoral Award and the Horticulture Award. However, the issue remains alive
with an eleventh hour claim by the AWU for accident pay under the Horticulture Award. The case is
likely to be heard next year.
The NFF is now working on issues relating to the part-time and casual provisions of modern
awards. Next week we will be called upon to outline the issues that we are seeking to resolve. The
key issue for members is the minimum engagement period. Any members who can provide
evidence about how unworkable minimum engagement periods are in the Pastoral Award are
invited to contact Sarah McKinnon to discuss.

Coronial inquest into quad bike deaths
On Friday this week the NSW Coroner commenced dealing with a coronial inquest into deaths
arising from the use of all-terrain vehicles. According to the NSW Government, the inquest will
address broader issues about the commercial and recreational use of quad bikes. The NFF will be
keeping a watching brief on the inquest, related to its interest in ensuring that quad bike use does
not put farmers, their families and employees, unnecessarily at risk. Members who are interested in
the issue should contact Sarah McKinnon.

Wild Dogs Survey
WoolProducers Australia is conducting a survey as part of a national strategy to tackle the wild dog
problem throughout Australia. The plan intends to take a nil-tenure approach – dogs don’t respect
boundaries of national parks or farming properties. Success fighting wild dogs means working
beyond these boundaries too. The survey is a crucial part of the process, and the NFF encourages
members to share the link with their respective member networks. The survey takes 5-10 minutes
to complete and will close on 14 November, 2014. To complete the survey, please see here. For
further information, please see here.
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Research users and stakeholders hear about tropical ecosystems
science
QFF attended the final Tropical Ecosystems Hub Conference part of the Australian Government’s National Environmental
Research Programme (NERP) in Cairns last week. The conference was the culmination of the $61.89 million over four years
applied research program for the management of Tropical Ecosystems of north-eastern Australia. The conference showcased
research projects which addressed critical issues for management, conservation and sustainable use of the World Heritage-listed
Great Barrier Reef and its catchments, tropical rainforests, and land and sea assets in the Torres Strait. As this program draws to
a close, a transition is underway to a new environmental research initiative known as the National Environmental Science
Programme (NESP). This program will commence in April 2015 with funding of $25.5 million per year for six years on six
research hubs. The programme will build on its predecessors (NERP and the Australian Climate Change Science Programme) to
support decision-makers to understand, manage and conserve Australia’s environment with a focus on biodiversity and climate
systems knowledge and information. The programme will also focus on improving research delivery to the Australian Government,
as well as to other end users and stakeholders. Groups of research institutions have applied for funding to form research hubs.
The applications are being assessed and the successful hubs will be announced shortly. Following establishment of the research
hubs, the Department and hubs will work collaboratively to confirm research priorities and develop projects. An intensive research
planning phase is scheduled for the first quarter of 2015. For more information on NESP see here.

QFF ELECTION DOCUMENT OUTLINES PRIORITIES
QFF has begun its policy preparations ahead of the 2015 State election and has mailed copies of our initial priorities to all sitting
Members of Parliament. The priorities document outlines key policy areas for QFF as well as suggested actions for prospective
governments. QFF continues to negotiate on these areas of work, as well as numerous other important areas that impact the
productivity and profitability of farmers. QFF will continue to engage in the policy discussion between now and the election next
year. The document is available via the QFF home page at www.qff.org.au.

NEW REPORT SHOWS POTENTIAL FOR NORTHERN AGRICULTURE
MAJOR opportunities for expanding northern Australia’s irrigated agricultural industries—across Western Australia, the Northern
Territory and Queensland—have been identified in a new joint study by CSIRO and the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and
Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES). The Northern Australia Food & Fibre Supply Chains Study Synthesis Report is
available here. The report examines new opportunities and highlights a range of critical infrastructure and supply chain
investments needed to realise northern Australia’s potential. The report examined Queensland’s Flinders/Gilbert, Dawson and
Darling Downs/Maranoa regions; Mataranka in the Northern Territory; and Western Australia’s Ord and Pilbara regions. The study
identified a range of local challenges but also major potential for growth across each of the six regions.

ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON NRM
THE Australian Water Association Water-Energy-Food Nexus in Practice is a one-day forum on November 25 (Melbourne),
November 26 (Brisbane) & November 27 (Sydney). The forum is advocating a more coherent approach to natural resource
management, and topics include:



The Nexus in practice in agricultural innovation



Catchment scale landscape planning for water sensitive cities-regions in an age of climate change; and



Mining and responsible governance of natural resources

Attendees can hear from some of Australia’s most influential and engaging leaders from the water, agricultural and energy sectors
including Dr Jamie Pittock, ANU Water Initiative / UNESCO; Dr Steven Kenway, Research Group Leader, Water-Energy-Carbon,
UQ and Prof Neil McIntyre, Centre for Water in the Minerals Industry. Registration and program information is available here.
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The following letter to the editor was published in the Australian Financial Review on 10 November 2014.

CANEGROWERS Weather
The CANEGROWERS website features a weather section that by typing in your postcode will provide you with a seven day
forecast for your desired postcode along with a 12 month rainfall outlook, SOI information and sea surface temperatures. To see
the latest forecast for your postcode click here. This outlook is for Ayr.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
Burdekin Productivity
Services Shed Meetings,
Monday 10 November to
Wednesday 3 December
SRA Industry Training &
Update, Monday 24 –
Tuesday 25 November @
Rydges, 23 Palmer Street,

Townsville
Projected final days of
harvest:
Invicta 18 November
Kalamia 20 November
Inkerman 22 November
Pioneer 24 November

Waterfind
Burdekin
Haughton WSS
Water Market
Summary



Experienced Harvester
Driver looking for work
 PH: 0499 759 719

Farm Hand Work Wanted
 Experienced
 HC & forklift licences
 PH: 0428 139 093



Allocations



Farm Hand Work Wanted
 Experienced
 HR Licence
 PH: 0417 682 797

Dam Storage
www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

The above information is provided by
Waterfind. The information provided is
of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for
professional advice. Waterfind accepts
no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any
information provided. For more
information click here.

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

PROJECT
& TRAINING
CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Office Open By Appointment
4782 1922

Debra Burden

Regional Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Gary Halliday

SmartCane BMP Facilitator

Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

0438 747 596

JP (Qual)

Michelle Andrews

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.
Disclaimer

JP (Qual)

Tiffany Giardina

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

CHAIRS FOR HIRE
CANEGROWERS
Hall Home Hill
$10 plus $0.50
per Chair
Plus GST
75 Available
To book please phone

4782 1922

0439 542 017

